
THE EARLY WORK OF ROBERT BAUSCHENBERG:
THE WHITE PAINTINGS, THE BTACK PAINTINGS,

AND THE ELEMENTAL SCULPTURES
RONI FEINSTEIN

Fundamental to his later art, the White and Black Paintings and the Elemental Sculptures of
Robert Rauschenberg in the early 1950s attest to a brief moment of (relative) discipline and control.

fllhe exhibition ".Raz.rscltenberg: The White and Black Paintings
I 1949-1952" recently held at the Larry Gagosian Gallery in New

York provides us with the opportunity to examine Rauschenberg's
early paintings and to reconsider the context in which these works
rvere first shown-at Eleanor Ward's Stable Gallery in October 1953.
The Stable Gallery exhibition, Rauschenberg's second in New York,
$'as a two-person show shared with Cy Twombly. At the Stable Gallery,
Trrombly exhibited white grounded canvases covered with grafitti-like
scrawls and fetish forms drawn in black. While not all of the reviews
of Tlvombly's work were positive, the reaction to his work seems to
har-e been rather mild, probably because, as one critic noted, his work
s'as "in an accredited trend for expressive abstract forms".l For Raus-
chenberg, however, the exhibition was a succbs de scanda\e. It went
far in establishing his reputation as the enfant terrib\e of the New
York School.

At the Stable Gallery, Rauschenberg exhibited two White Paintings,
a few Black Paintings, and a large group of "elemental sculptures",
constructions of stone, rope, and wood. While the White and Black
Paintings have been widely exhibited, the sculptures are today largely
unknown. Although a few are extant, none were included in the Gago-
sian Gallery show.

The work Rauschenberg exhibited at the Stable Gallery in 1953
belonged to a transitional phase inhis oeuure. It was a time in which
his aesthetic matured and developed, although he had yet to find his
characteristic means of expression as it was to emerge with the Com-
bines. The lessons Rauschenberg learned from the Stable Gallery work,
horvever, served him in his later art. These works showed Rauschen-
berg responding in an extremely personal, literal, and inventive manner
to currents then active on the NewYork scene. Significant to Rauschen-
berg in his reinterpretation of the work of his Abstract Expressionist
elders was his study at Black Mountain College with Josef Albers. The
Bauhaus master probably had an impact upon Rauschenberg's exploi
tation of the inherent properties of materials and his reconsideration
of the fundamental elements of picture making.

AIso of importance to Rauschenberg in this period was his friendship
rriti the composer John Cage. Cage was a well respected artist thirteen
1-ears his senior who shared aspects of his vision and encouraged him
to mo\-e in directions opposed to those of the New York School. It is
in the Shite Paintings and in some of the other work shown at the
Stable Gallery that Rauschenberg's response to Cage's artistic
philosoph.r is most clearly seen. Rauschenberg's friendship with Cage
did not. horvever, result in a reversal of change of direction for Raus-
chenberg's art. Rather, it reinforced certain tendencies already in evi-
dence in his rvork. The relationship between Rauschenberg and Cage
rrjll be explored in some detail so as to clarifir the similarities and
differences betu'een their artistic strategies.

The White Paintings
The series of u'hite paintings which Rauschenberg executed during

the summer and fall of 1951 were a group of works in which ordinary
n-hite housepaint rvas uniformly applied to canvas surfaces with a
rr-'ller.r Each of the paintings differed in size and number of panels.
There rr-as a single square canvas (48 x 48 in.), a work with two vertical
panels reach 72 x 18 in.). anottrer uith three vertical units (each 72 x
:1. rn.,. a large square dirided into four separate units (each 36 x 36
rr.- . and a lonq horizontal unit composed of seven vertical panels (each
il x 1! in. r -\s indicated b1' their measurements. the paintings were
rnade up of modular units: each work rras conceived according to an
.:,-:ernal +-:-rem of sreight and proponion adjusted to its number of

blank, all drawing and figure.ground relationships having been elimi-
nated. The edges of the panels functioned as the only lines.

Upon the completion of this series, Rauschenberg wrote a letter to
Betty Parsons to tell her about the paintings and request a show for
them in the coming year. The letter was written on Black Mountain
College stationary and was postmarked October 18, 1951. It read as

follows:
"Dear Betty,

I have since putting on shoes sobered up from summer puberty
and moonlit smells. Have felt that my head and heart move
through something quite different than the hot dust the earth
ttrough at me. The results axe a group ofpaintings that I consider
almost an emergency. They bear the contradictions that deserve
them a place with other outstanding paintings and yet they are
not Art because they take you to a place in painting art has not
been. ..

They are large (1 white as 1 God) canvases organized and
presented with the experience of time and presented with the
innocence of a virgin. Dealing with the suspense, excitement,
and body of an organic silence, the restriction and freedom of
absence, the plastic fullness of nothing, the point a circle begins
and ends . . . It is completely irrelevant that I am making them-
Tod,aE is their creator."3

In this letter, Rauschenberg explained that he eliminated all trace of
his hand and reduced his means to the pure substance of painting so
as to reveal the eloquence and richness of possibility contained within
the all-white painting. He made it clear that he conceived of whiteness
as being of spiritual vslus-as an indicator of virginal or God-like
purity. The White Paintings may therefore be seen as extensions of
the abstract works with religious titles he exhibited at the Betty Parsons
Gallery in 1951, such as Man uith Two Souls, Mother of God, and
Trinity.a At the same time, however, the White Paintings embraced a
literal dimension; they were about what they were-the white, the
empty, and the nothing. The "emergency" Rauschenberg spoke of in
the letter was not the urgency of self-expression but the desire to
communicate feelings that resided outside himself.

The White Paintings can be understood to have been Rauschenberg's
direct and immediate response to Barnett Newman's exhibition at the
Betty Parsons Gallery of April 23-May 12, 1951, the exhibition thar
preceded his own first solo show at the same gallery." Among the
works in the older artist's exhibition were The Voice and The Nante-
two enormous monochrome paintings in which expansive, uninflected
white fields were articulated by one or two vertical white "zips". The
white on white motif extended to Newman's announcement for the
exhibition which was a white card printed in white ink. In a contelrF
porary review, Parsons was quoted as having explained that Newman's
paintings were about "silence, simplicity, eternity."6

In the White Paintings, Rauschenberg seems to have used Newman's
paintings as his starting point, bringing to them an even more radical
elimination of self. He replaced Newman's uninflected but nevertheles
handpainted canvases with mechanically generated surfaces and sub-
stituted Newmans' intuitively placed "zips" with the more mathemar-
ically determined edges of his panels. In his exhibition at the Benp
Parsons Gallery, Newman had provided a statement for gallery goers
suggesting that they move up close to his paintings, his intention being
that the large painted expanses would fill the viewer's field of r-ision
and transport him into the infinite space of the sublime.? By presenting
a small, single panel work and a series of rrorks n-ith subdirided field:
Rauschenberg made the rietver's experience 61 |f-s n-hite paintinp



- ::e literal presence of each canvas and on its flat, blank white
.--.,,-e. Further, to Newman's heroic notion that artists "make cathe-
:::- , ,ut of ourselves," Rauschenberg opposed the idea of the artist's
rr- - ::-.rl-rcance ("It is completely irrelevant that I am making them-
- ,. , is their creator.")

r-- ,,r'ith a number of the paintings that Rauschenberg exhlbited at
'-'* 3"tn'Parsons Gallery in 1951, a question must be raised regarding
'- - .,-.ist s intentions and the degree of self-consciousness with which
.- - ,i.-:-,ite Paintings were created. Rauschenberg was aware that the
! :--1r-i1nce of the White Paintings and the manner of their execution

Robert Rauschenberg in l'rrlton Street siudi,:, : -

violatecl prevailing clefinitions of art ("These paintings 2u'e not art. . .'

There can be no doubt that he was equally cognizant of the controter-
sial reaction the paintings would provoke when exhibited on the \r"".'
York scene. In the art world of the early 1950s, gestural abstractr,,:'
was dominant and triumphant. Color Field Painting was clistincth ,,.::
of favor. Newman, Rothko, and Still found their urrrk veheme:-:.'.
attacked and grossly misunclerstoocl. (lt was not urltil l:rter r:' :: -

decade, afterthepublication of Clement Greenberg's essitr" -\::--:'. ..' f9



Tlpe' Painting" rn Partisan Reoiew, Spring 1955, and after it began to
t"e generalll' acknowledged that gesture painting had grown stale, that
ltle intentions and achievements of these artists began to be realized.)
\esrman found the critical response to his 1951 exhibition at Betty
Parsons so devastating that he didn't exhibit again for a full seven years.8
That Rauschenberg chose to follow in Newman's footsteps shows his
sr-illingness (and perhaps eagerness) to court such controversy.

Rauschenberg's response to Newman's att can be understood to
har-e been prepared for or conditioned to a certain degree by his study
ar Black l,Iountain College with Josef Albers. At a time when most of
:he \en' York art world was blind to Newman's intentions, Rauschen-
b€rg's study with the Bauhaus master would have made him sensitive
to the formal and expressive possibilities inherent in Newman's art.
-{Ibers'I{oazoge to the Square series, begun in 1949 while Rauschenberg
n-a-s his pupil, can be compared to Rauschenberg's White Paintings in
'.irat the1, vl'ere also a group of impersonal, anonl'rnously constructed
geometric abstractions of mathematically determined proportions. Al-
bers' paintings, however, dilTered from Rauschenberg's in that they
rsere easel-size works based upon studied figure-ground and color
relationships. Also, Albers paintings were oriented not to spiritual but
ro perceptual experience.

81'the time the White Paintings were exhibited at the Stable Gallery
rn 1953 together with a few of the Black Paintings (monochromes
rhose surfaces were covered with newspaper collage), Rauschenberg
no longer claimed a spiritual content for the White Paintings, speaking
of rhem instead in literal and empirical terms. He told a reviewer, "My
black paintings and my white paintings are either too full or too empty
Ir-, be t1,outrl,-rnereby they remain visual experiences. These pictures
are not art."g

It rras probably midway through the exhibition, after several reviews
had appeared in publication, that John Cage prepared a statement on
'&e \ltite Paintings for the Stable Gallery. That these paintings caused
a considerable stir in the art world of the time is witnessed by the fact
'lrat this statement was reprinted in Emily Genauer's column in the
\eu' l'ctrk Herald Tribune almost three months after the show had
closed. Cage's statement was as follows:

'To rvhom
\o subject
\o image
\o taste
\o object
\o beauty
\o message
\o talent
\o teclurique (no why)
\o idea
\o intention
\o art
\o feeling
\o black
\o u'hite (no and)

-\fter careful consideration, I have come to the conclusion that
there is nothing in these paintings that could not be changed,
that thel'can be seen in any Iight and are not destroyed by the
acrion of shadows.

Haltelujah! the blind can see again; the water's fine."ro
John Cage

P.arher than extolling the values of whiteness ("No white.. ."), Cage
celebrated the White Paintings as blank slates, recognizing in their
emptl- s.rrfaces and in their denial of the traditional properties and
p,nrr.edwes of artmaking a new and rejuvinated form of artistic experi-
e-.,c*- Cage saw the White Paintings as endlessly matleable and adjust-
aL,!< and as open to the changing effects of the environment. He under-
s{,-.-rl -rhe terms of the new aesthetic because they coincided with his
r,q::, P.au-schenberg's reinterpretation of the paintings as "visual experi-
el<€ probabll- resulted from his encounter with Cage at Black Mouru
zrr. Coliege during the summer of 1952.

$-the time Rauschenberg,met Cage, the composer was a prominent
mernter of the musical avant-garde who had long been admired by
iil.:is+ in\-oh-€d rrith the lisual arts. Although the New York School
pe'l-Llers anended his concerts and he their exhibitions. their artistic

philosophies were at the furthest odds. Cage rejected the expression
of feelings in art, calling instead for an impersonal aesthetic, one from
which personal tastes, desires, and emotions would be eliminated. He
believed that art should have its source in the everyday world, in the
"facts" of the physical environment as they are perceived by the senses.
The governing principle of his art resided in the Zen idea that art
should "imitate nature in her manner of operation," "nature" in this
case being seen as all of the objects and events of the world, and "her
manner of operation" referring not to organic growth but to the mul-
tiplicity, simultaneity, and co-existence of the things of the world,
independent of causation. Although Cage referred to the creation of
such art as "purposeless play", he saw it as didactic in intent. He
believed that the purpose of art was to heighten people's sensory
awareness, to help them see, hear, and experience the world about
them. Cage said, for example:

"Music . . . should not be concerned primarily with entertainment
or communication or the symbolic expression of the artist's
ideas and tastes, but should rather perform the specifically useful
function of helping men and women to attain a more intense
awareness of their own life, not only in the concert hall but
during every waking moment."lr

Cage's desire to blur the distinction between art and life found a
precedent in Dada and the composer was aware that his artistic position
could be identified as a positive reinterpretation of the earlier move-
ment, positive because he rejected the nihilism and protest of Dada
in favor of a Zen-like acceptance of the stuff of life (the Iist of negations
he provided in the Stable Gallery statement was an exception in this
regard).

In 1952, inspired by Rauschenberg's White Paintings, Cage composed
a musical composition 4'33" which was performed for the first time
in Woodstock, New York in August 1952.1t was a work in three move-
ments during which no sounds were intentionally produced. In perform-
ance, the pianist David Tudor sat at the piano and opened and closed
the keyboard at predetermined intervals to delineate the three separate
movements. The content of the piece consisted in all of the sounds
and actions present in the immediate environment during the duration
of the performance, such as rainfall, trucks going by, and people in
the audience coughing and stirring in their seats. The art situation (the
fact of the piano and the concert hall) was used to draw the spectator's
attention to the environment and themselves. Cage wrote in 1961, "To
Whom It May Concern: The white paintings came first; my silent piece
came later."12 It seems that Rauschenberg's paintings served as inspi-
ration for Cage's silent piece, while Cage's musical composition called
the painter's attention to their environmental and theatrical nature.

lnTheatre Euent #1, a multi-media spectacle organized by Cage at
Black Mountain during the summer of 1952 in which each of its several
participants did whatever he or she wanted during a predetermined
time frame, Rauschenberg played old scratchy records on a
gramophone and projected movies and slides onto the walls, the ceiling,
and the White Paintings, which were suspended at angles from the
rafters overhead.rs It appears that the conception of these paintings
as "airports for lights, shadows, and particles," as Cage referred to
them in 1961, and as "open compositions responding to the activity
within their reach," as Rauschenberg described them in 1968, was
atready in effect.ra At the same time, the fact that the works were hung
from the rafters asserted the identification ofthe paintings as objects,
as literal presences that inhabit real space and enhance the viewer's
awareness of the environment in which he and the paintings coexist.

Rauschenberg and Cage met for the first time on the occasion of
Rauschenberg's BetW Parsons Gallery show. Cage told Rauschenberg
he liked the paintings very much; Rauschenberg, knowing only vaguely
who he was, gave him one. The two barely knew one another during
the summer and fall of 1951 when the White Paintings were created.
It was probably late in the fall of 1951 that Rauschenberg asked Cage
to collaborate with him on Automobile Tire Print. This work consists
of tv/enty sheets of paper glued together which feature a continuous
inked impression of an automobile tire extending across its twenty-two
foot length. At Rauschenberg's request, Cage drove his Model A Ford
over the paper while the artist inked the pavement. The work is dis-
played rolled-up at either end like a Japanese scroll so that it unfolds
and reveals itself through time. The print serves as the record of an
event, one without climax or change in quality. Like the White Paintings,



Robert Rauschenberg and Black Painting, lg51-52. Photograph 1953.

ihe execution of the print requted no special artistic (manual) talent;
dre work was the product of a preconceived idea. One would think
rllet Automobile Tire Print would have appealed to Cage in its allusion
io an oriental scroll, in its unfolding, like music, through time, and in
Es removal of the hand of the artist in favor of an impersonal recording
c,f a "fact" of the world. Cage would have recognized in Rauschenberg

Robert Rauschenberg, Black Painting, 1952-53. Oil ancl nzuspaper on canuas.
r--ntitled, 1952-53. Wood, nails, stri.ng, and stone. StableGallery erhibition, Octobe.r 1953.

a sensibility similar to his own. Cage told Calvin Tomkins in the =-:.,
sixties:

"There was from the beginning a sense of absolute identific al:, ,:
or utter agreement. So much so that I can't tell u'hether his ide-
are mine or mine are his . . . I respond to circumstances in li.r
same way he would. Of course, we are also very different per )I'iE
in a great many ways, but there has always been this sense ',:
identification."lr'

In the literature, Rauschenberg has of[en been identified as a "discip -.
of Cage and his art described as a fine arts counterpart to the c,-,r.-
poser's work in music. While the latter may have been true for :h.
White Paintings, it is not valid for Rauschenberg's art as a u'hole. Ttt
relationship between the two artists was not one of master and pupii
but of close friendship and mutual admfuation. Rauschenberg and Caee
shared a great dea| i,.e. a predilection for the impersonal. the iror.rr-
and the literal as well as the desire to challenge the prevailing iletlr.i-
tions of their respective arts. Their personalities and the rrork thel'
produced, however, were very different.

Cage is an intellectual, a thinker, a teacher, a prolific writer. and a
theoretician. He arrived at his artistic philosophy only after an exended
period in which he studied music, researched other discipline-s. a-",d

investigated Oriental philosophies. In his work, he would act onl:- after
much deliberation and he would devise chance systems, such as tossinE
coins, throwing dice, or drawing up elaborate charts, so as to elin.rinate
subjectMff and personal taste and to arrive at fresh solutions. Subjec:
matter and meaning axe not contained by his work; each spectator is.
however, free to determine for himself the work's significance a^s rreil
as whatever mood or emotions the work instills within him.

Although he is highly intelligent, Rauschenberg can hardly be call,r,l
an intellectual. He is not a reader (he is dyslexic) and he arrived a;
his artistic position intuitively rather than through study and research.
His art grew very much out of himself: out of his spontaneous reactic'.s
to what he saw going on around him, out of his natural curiosiq-. ard
out of his concerns of the moment and materials at hand. Unlike Cage.
Rauschenberg has not made use of chance system. He has said thar
for him chance resulted in uninteresting or chaotic structures and.
besides:

"I don't believe in it any more than I believe in anything else.
Using chance involves a very complicated system and I'm not
interested in systems."l6

While some of Rauschenberg's early work was impersonal and reflected
an elimination of the self, most of his art has been eccentric, romantic.
and highly personal. His comic spirit and perverse nature has be€!-:

openly manifested in his art, whereas Cage, who is also of high sprit,:
and irrepressible humor, has generally tried to hold his personaliq. ir,
check. A further difference between them has been Rauschenberg-s
preoccupation with content: ideas, information, sy.rnbol, and metaph,,r
have all been basic components of his art. When Cage *'rote in his
widely quoted statement of 1961, "There is no more subject in a cc,m-
bine than there is in a page from a newspaper. Everything that is there
is subject. It is a situation involving multiplicity,"lT he was refusins:t,
acknowledge the more determined content that pervades most of the
artist's Combines. While Rauschenberg's art has also raised the Lrsue
of Dada with regard to his desire to "work in the gap" benveen ar:
and life, he has generally refused to acknowledge the association tt-
tween his artistic position and the earlier movement. The label "Dada''

was attached to his paintings early in his career and u'as used a-. a
quick and easy means by which to "understand" and./or dismiss i^;-.

art. Rauschenberg has therefore consistently mistrusted all labels r.c
struggled against them.

If the principles upon which Rauschenberg's White Paintings $'ere
based found a counterpart in John Cage's work in music. thel were
nevertheless unique in the context of painting in the 1950s. At the tirrLe
of their exhibition at the Stable Gallery in 1953, thel' rvere receir-ed
either as extensions of Color Field Painting or as Dadaisr anri-ar:
gestures. In her contemporary review in Art Digest rs Dore -{sh:ur-
explained that in the black and white paintings Rauschenberg red,-;t*1
the means of painting so as to rebel against the prevailing gs-r-i:-;-
aesthetic (she equated this rebellion to "a small thorn in the !'.:,i= ,,i
an elephant"). Ashton believed that Rauschenberg's painrine-s ri=
intended to function syrnbolically as embodiments of pure fer.-:: -:
the tradition of Malevich, the white paintings evocati\-e c,f F*,-r::i. -:,*

'I
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blacks of decay. Although she made no mention of Newman, she obvi-
ously identified Rauschenberg's intentions with his. Hubert Crehan,
the managing edltor of Art Digest,writing in the same issue as Ashton,
del'oted a half-page article to Rauschenberg's "two albinos."re He prop-
osed that the white paintings be seen either as a climax to the "esthetic
of the purge" of as a "tour de force in the realm of personality gesture."
He continued, "But with our boredom nowadays with Dadaist shenani-
gans and cultist rites in the arts, he has come too late to vanquish us
by the apparent audacity or piety ofhis act." Crehan asserted, "A blank
canvas provokes a blank look and we like our duck wild." Writing in
Arts and Architecture, James Fitzsimmons, declared that with the
White Paintings Rauschenberg commifted a "gratuitously destructive
act ... It is a not curatively destructive like those of the dadaists; it
does not point to a new conception ofart or decoration."2o Like Crehan,
he believed that Rauschenberg was attempting to re-raise Dadaist is-
sues in art but maintained that Dada was a dead tradition, offering no
possibilities for renewal.

That the White Paintings posed a new definition of art and asserted
the continued viability of certain Dada principles was not recognized
until the emergence of Minimal Art in the mid-1960s. Rauschenberg's
paintings can be understood as proto-Minimal in their removal of the
hand of the artist, in their non-color, in their modular, repetitive, and
non-relational structures, and in the manner in which they were in-
tended to be experienced. In the highly important article, "Notes on
Sculpture" (published m Artfuru.m in 1966), the Minimal Artist Robert
Morris wrote:

"The better new work takes relationships out of the work and
makes them a function of space, light, and the viewer's field of
vision. The object is but one of the terms in the newer aethetic.
It is in some ways more reflexive because one's awareness of
oneself existing in the same space as the work is stronger than
in previous work, with its many internal relationships. One is
more aware than before that he is establishing relationships as
he apprehends the object from various positions and under var-
ying conditions of light and spatial context."

In 1968, Rauschenberg, who had painted over most of the original
White Paintings, transforming them into Combines and therefore into
almost literal "receptors of the envhonment," had his assistant Brice
Marden recreate the series of White Paintings forthe exhibition "Robert
Rauschenberg: White Paintings, 1951" which was presented at the Leo
Castelli Gallery. This exhibition demonstrated the compatability of
Rauschenberg's paintings with Minimal Art attitudes while, at the same
time, asserting their art historical precedence.

In 1986, the viewer experiences the White Paintings somewhat differ-
ently. Given the emotional tenor and symbol-laden nature of much of
the art of our time, as well as the recent rebirth of interest in religious
art, one feels perhaps a certain sympathy and nostalgia for their original,
spiritual meaning-for "the suspense, excitement, and body of an or-
ganic silence, the restriction and freedom of absence, the plastic full-
ness of nothing, the point a circle begins and ends. .."

The Black Paintings
Shortly before completing the series of White Paintings and con-

sequently before his prolonged contact with Cage, Rauschenberg began
a series of paintings in black that was to occupy him from late lg51
to late 1952. Unlike the unified white series, the Black Paintings were
diverse and of a much larger number. Well over a dozen still exist.
Most of the works were painted in mat or shiny black paint and incor-
porated newspaper collage. These paintings seem to have been con-
ceived as polar opposites to the White Paintings; they were painted
black not white, their surfaces were full not empty and were active
rather than passive, and the panels in multi-panel works were generally
of unequal width. Although the Black Paintings were handmade and
their compositions intuitively conceived, they approached the imper-
sonality of the Whites; they revealed nothing of the artist and his
emotions and only rarely betrayed the touch of his hand.

Although no documentation exists to indicate whether these paint-
ings were originally conceived with spiritual ends in mind, the earliest
works in the series might have initially possessed symbolic meaning.
The series began with such works as the large scale (71 x 52 in.), single
panel Black Painting in which small, ragged-edged bits of newspaper
were dipped in black enamel paint, collaged onto the canvas, and then

Robert Rauschenberg, Black Pair.ting, 1552. Oil and, paper on canure, 72 t 54"
Coltrtesa Inrry Gagosian Gdlery.

painted over with more black paint. With its shimmering, all-over
vated surface, the painting presents a mdestic, imposing, and some-
whdt mysterious presence. Another early Black Painting is a wall-size
work consisting of four unequal panels (87 x 171 in. overall). In thls
work, large creased and crumpled sheets of newspaper were applied
in random patterns to the canvas and were then entirely painted over
with glossy black paint. The surface resembles a kind of skin or leathery
black hide. In both of these works, the fact that the artist used news-
paper as his collage material is almost impossible to discern. The scalg
presence, and impersonal execution of these monochrome paintings
seem to betray, once again, the artist's interest in Color Field Painting
the highly sensuous, vaxiegated surfaces of these works seeming to
point specifically to the work of Clifford Still. If Rauschenberg had
originally conceived of the White Paintings as being about emptiness,
stillness, and purity, he may have intended the Black Paintings to
represent fullness, activity, and decay. As with the White Paintings,
however, any such syrnbolic intentions would soon have been replaced
by more empirical concerns.

Rauschenberg has said that when a few of the Black Paintings were
exhibited at the Stable Gallery in 1953, he was disturbed that people
insisted upon associating these works with "tearing, nihilism, and de.
struction" rather than recognizing them as the "visual experiences"
they were intended to be.21 He has maintained that he used black not
for its emotional or symbolic value but "as pigment." He has further
pointed out that for him, a newspaper that has been ripped has not
been "tortured"; a newspaper that is not being read can be used for
anfihing-to wrap garbage, or to make a work of afi,.22 The artist has
said of these works:

". . . I was interested in complexity without their revealing much.
The fact that there was a lot to see but not a lot showing . ..



Robert Ilauschenberg, Mrrsic Box. 19J-rl. Wootl, rtttils, qild ston,)
Ph r t toqrr 1tlt,\t, 4 nt ou r Ik nen

. . -i clidn't have the lamiliar aggressiveness
'.i,';ll. l1p1s it is whether vou like it or not."2'j

Robert Rauschenberg,
t,'nrirled.1952-53.

WrLod, naiLs, artd rope.
Photog rq)ll AlLa,n (i rant.

of art that said.

. :renberg's intention in the Black Paintings was to provoke the
--:.:,r'to looA'. He sought to create works that would be sufTiciently
-.::ing and complex to sustain prolonged obseruation, works that
. r i ielcl their information through time. It was to these encls that
-::ir to investigate the fundamental properties of pictllre making:

', :. lexture, edge, support, etc. It is as though after having, quite
" . -.. t'iped the slate clean with the White Paintings, the artist
- i :, r rediscover for himself what a painting collld be. He variously

' ..: and activated his surfaces with newspaper, using torn tiny
' .r'1r ( l umpled sheets, or flat, open facing pages. He reconsidered

: .ilp t)f the support, sometimes using diflel'ent fabrics or lrews-

Rotrert Rauschenberg,
Lhtitled. 1953. Wooden btock
e nd ru.sted na t l, 1 I.j/1 ): ;l r/s ). p i/s,,

Coll,ectiorl of t,h,e Arti.st.

1laperirlIietttlf.Catlt.ils..,Ifcr'estrit,1t'<[]rlrrrst.Ifto1]t...:.-
paint, seeking t,o eliminiite figtrre-gror-rn<l relattotlshilr: iir:,r -

emotional controtatiorrs.
TheIinritingrlf.the1lalettetrrlllack.()l'tobla(.krvitii1.,Lt.,i'-

waSawi(1eSpt'(,2rdphen()llmCll()llontIreNewYtlrksr,t,ti.,
It rvas lbunrl irr the work of tht'Color Fielcl Paintets rtr u'.'i.

])aintings of Pollock, tlc Iiooning, Kliue, atnot-rg others.'l-lte ir,i r

ofnewspaperandrelale(lmtlt,t()rintotltecontoxtol'llitilttitli'.',r-
rllso not Llnconlmon, I)2u'ticularly am()ng thost' ittvolvt'tl u-il: -...

sionist styles: ne\\'spapcl. tv:ts t lteap, l ('zrdily available. atitl it r .:

ration int.o tl'rese artists'work seffed ns a m:rnilcst.atioll ot lll''.1 .- '
to responcl to tlte pressttres of the c'otrtentllorittl' rr'<lt'ltl. -\ t,l '

for Rausclienlretg's ttse of ltewspapet triay bt'foutrtl itr Ft'atrz l'.

(lrarvings in [rlack ink, gouar:he, or oil tlpon thc lrages ol'tlte \,,'':
tele.plxrne dilt'c'tory. In 1950, Klitle beg:rrl lo nlak(' s]rr,r '.,1
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Robert Rauschenberg, Black Painting, 1951-52. OiL and neu)sprint on canDas, 87 t 171"
Coufiesq LanV Gagosian Galletg.

Robert Rauschenberg,
$'hite Painting, 1951. OiL on canuaq 72 r 108". CourtesE Larry Gagosi,m GlLLery

Robefi Rauschenberg, Black Painting, l95l-52. OiL and neusprint on canuas, 72 )'z,
CourtesA Lan! Gagosian Galler,
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detches upon the 11 x 9 inch sheets of telephone books, sometimes
*ihg these drawings as models for monumental painted works. In
-.,rme of these sketches, as in Rauschenberg's Black Paintings, the
;nnted surface served not only as a patterned ground but also as a
:'rllage material; cut-out sections of the directory were pasted upon
jarger, uncut sheets. Although a parallel may be drawn between Raus-
-lenberg and Kline in the sense that both artists made use of found
;nnted matter and confined themselves to the use of black, the differ-
::.ces between them were vast. Kline's was an art of drawing in which

lines and shapes were manipulated in such a way ?s to g€n€rnii :'-:
cular energies and to create complex, Cubist-inspired spatial ii:.>. ::
His drawings were self-expressive, intended to capture his n,, -: :
sensations of a particular moment. Rauschenberg's monochr, ':r'.;:-
no-image fields denied illusionism. The attitude with shich i. -,:-
proached his paintings was one of detachment; his prima4' c,,:, r::
resided in the literal and sensual value of his surfaces and matenr.-. -

The character of Rauschenberg's Black Paintings was perhaps i.:::
summed up by Kline who, upon seeing several of the paintings iir ;:
exhibition at Black Mountain College, where both artists rvere in r-.,-
dence during the summer of 1952, declared them to be "hopeless. -

John Cage has suggested that what Kline meant by "hopeless' is :ie:
Rauschenberg's paintings denied, among other things, color. Iine. f,rrn-..
spatial relationships, and emotional content, so that one was unc ena:-.
how to approach them as works of art.2?

Whereas the newspaper in Rauschenberg's earliest Black Paintir.ls
was torn into bits or crumpled then covered over with paint. a.i :ir-
series progressed the identity ofthe collage material began increasingii
to assert itself; the color, rectilinear structure, and, eventualll'. tht
content of the newspaper came to be exploited. In one of the rvr.rrks
that was exhibited at the Stable Gallery in 1953, a few whole facing
pages and a few torn single sheets of newspaper were applied in :t

loose rectilinear configuration on the surface of the canvas ancl u-ere
then painted over, although not entirely, with a lacquer and veh'eq
black paint. In was perhaps this very work which inspired Jame:
Fitzsimmons in his review of the Stable show, to compare one of the
Black Paintings to "an old fire-blackened billboard." He wrote:

"There is nothing to be said against the use of waste materials:
Kurt Schwitters showed what a highly conscious artist could do
with them. Rauschenberg, on the other hand, . . . working instinc-
tively and with little structural sense, has produced a city dump
mural out of handmade debris."28

Although the introduction of newspaper into art was then not uncom-
mon, Rauschenberg's impersonal, seemingly offhand manner of u'ork-
ing with this material and his denial of traditional artistic concerns
posed a challenge to existing criteria and to standards of aesthetic
appropriateness. Fitzsimmons, confronting the "hopelessness" of Raus-
chenberg's paintings, dismissed them as clumsy and useless; these
works, however, presented new definitions of what a work of art could
be.

A few of the Black Paintings were of a different, more tightly struc-
tured organization. One such painting is a long, narrow work consisting
of two panels of equal size set one above the other (72 x 28/z overall ,.

A large, flat, blank painted area at the top and a narrow one at the
bottom bracket a central area consisting of flatly applied sheet.s of
newspaper that extend across the division between the two panels
and unite them. The newspaper, which is unmarked by paint and there-
fore legible, presents a sports page with wrestling and tournament
news, a crossword prtzzle, an A & P supermarket advertisement, anri
other information, representing an intrusion of real world content intr,r
the work of art. Rauschenberg holds this intrusion in check by setring
the newspaper on its side so that its geometric qualities are emphasized.
ri. e. , one notices the stripes formed by lines of print, the squares creared
by the advertisements and photographs, and the grid structure of th,:
crossword. The painting thereby treds a thin line between its identitS
as an abstract painting, one based on an impersonal paint hanciling
and on a Mondrianesque play of balance and proportion and of vertic al
and horizonal lines, and as a "flatbed" of information about the er-ent.-s

of daily life.
Rauschenberg's interest in rooting his work in the everyday u-orld

is more clearly seen in a small painting on paper (a work not included
in the Gagosian Gallery show). It consists of about a half-dozen piece,s
of newspaper and a few plain papers which are pasted on a larger
sheet ofpaper and painted here and there with black paint. The pieces
of newspaper feature different sizes oftype so that effects of near ancl
far are produced by the large and small. Among the legible papers are
the following: "The New York Times", "Saturday, March 3, 1952", "Chur-
chill P1 ... As British ... ", "Damage 20 Jets ... Battle in Korea","Trunrar.
Urges...", "March 4, 1952", and a list of secretarial Want Ads. The
drawing serves as a record of the time in which it was produced: ir i>
as a public diary of the day or two days in which it was made.

Rauschenberg said in 1959: 35



"I began using newsprint in my work to activate a ground so
that even the first strokes in a painting had its [sic] unique
position in a gray map of words. As the paintings changed the
printed material became as much of a subject as the paint, caus-
ing changes of focus and providing multiplicity and duplication
of images. A third palette with infinite possibilities of color,
shape. content, and scale was then added to the palettes of
objects and paint."2e

-{lthough Rauschenberg's Black Paintings were of structural emphasis,
thel'did not inhabit the realm of pure abstraction. As the series pro-
gessed. a kind of impersonal, "low register" content that dealt with
the facts and events of the everyday world began to enter his art. The
inclusion of u,ant ads, real estate listings, stock prices, sports updates,
and political news all served to locate his work in the present moment.3o
One is reminded of Rauschenberg's use of newspaper in some of the
rr-ork exhibited at the Betty Parsons Gallery in 1951, such as Compo-
sitiort 1 with its headline reading "The World: Still in Crisis". In 1953,

Dore Ashton concluded her review of the Stable Gallery show by
a-sking, "Doesn't art require a hint of the banal, a hint of the social
role of man to locate it in time and history?"'1l Her query was prophetic,
as it rvas this very path that the artist would pursue.

The Elemental Sculptures
In his exhibition at the Stable Gallery late in 1953, together with the

\\-hite and Black Paintings, Rauschenberg showed what he has referred
to as "elemental sculpture made from rocks,'wood, and rope."3z Only
a handful still exist.sjl Among the sculptures were a series of works
that consisted of a single stone, string, and wood in each of which
these elements were variously disposed: in one, the stone lay upon
the floor beside a vertical wooden pole, the two united by a length of
hear1. string; in another, a stone was suspended by a long, taut string
from a small square wooden box that hung upon the wall; in a third,
the stone hung like a pendulum within a long, narrow box that stood
on tiny metal spikes upon a low pedestal; in a fourth, the stone was
suspended from a taut string that stopped just above a horizontal
sr-ooden platform. In another work, a stone was placed at one end and
a large wheel precariously balanced at the other of a low, narrow
sr-ooden platform. The wheel was the frame of a bicycle wheel whose
center had been cut away; only twisted fragments of the spokes re-
mained. A rope connected the wheel to the opposite end ofthe platform
and a tension was generated between the implied movement of the
rr-heel to one side and the restraint imposed upon it to the other. In
still another work, a considerable Iength of twine, one of whose end-
points was attached to the top of a narrow but deep upright wooden
box. extended down and collected in a graceful and energetic tangle
at the bottom of the box.

Each of these works bespeaks a sensitMty to the inherent properties
of natural materials as well as an interest in evoking a kinesthetic
response from the viewer with regard to variations in weight, balance,
and placement and to tensions generated within a work. In their em-
phasis upon abstract form, upon the literal and sensual value of their
materials, and upon perceptual experience, these works can be seen
as sculptural counterparts to the White and Black Paintings. The formal
concerns expressed in these sculptures seem to owe, once again, to
Rauschenberg's training with Josef Albers, the Bauhaus master having
had his students investigate the properties of a wide variety of materials
as rvell the effects achieved when these materials were juxtaposed or
combined.

\\-trile Rauschenberg's sculptures were formally studied, they were
at the same time imbued with a sense of play as well as with mystery
and svonder. The imagination of the viewer was engaged, as each work
pror-oked different thoughts and associations. A work which consisted
of a single large stone set at one end of a narrow horizontal platform
eroked the stillness and contemplation of a Japanese rock garden. The
work in rrhich the length of string was tangled in the wooden box
srggested a snake on the one hand and Jackson Pollock's poured
skeins of paint on the other. One of the sculptures consisted of six
stones tied at intervals along a string and arranged in a straight line
upon the floor. Rauschenberg told a friend that this work had its source
of origin in a found image-in a magazine photograph of elephants
lined up trunk to tail-a story which testifies to the referential quality
and Latent biomorphism of some of Rauschenberg's sculptures.3a

Like the White and Black Paintings, Rauschenberg's sculptures ma)
be seen as his highly personal and literal response to what he sau'
going on around him on the New York scene. They may be seen as a

reaction to the Abstract Expressionists' preoccupation with Abstract
Surrealism on the one hand and with primitive art on the other. Sur-
realism was important to the older generation of artists because of its
use of automatic processes and its emphasis on revealing the uncon-
scious. Rauschenberg's sculptures can be assigned a Surrealist heritage
by virtue of their associative and vaguely biomorphic natures. It can

be understood that Rauschenberg's sculptures employing suspended
forms differed from those of Giacometti of the 1930s in that Rauschen-
berg's sculptures existed in real space and time rather than in the
Surrealist otherworld. Similarly, whereas Gottlieb, Rothko, and other
Abstract Expressionists were drawn to primitive art in their search
for universal symbols and a "tragic and timeless" art,35 Rauschenberg
was attracted to primitive forms of expression because of the evocative
power of crude, natural materials and because of the physical immedi-
acy, exoticism, and imaginative provocations of objects of ritual.36

Rauschenberg was not alone in producing "elemental sculptures-
of Surrealist and primitive inspiration in New York in the early 1950s.

Louise Bourgeois and Louise Nevelson were both working in this mode
at the time, as was Rauschenberg's friend Cy Twombly. (Twombll'
produced a large number of constructions made of found objecls.
wood, twine, and cloth between 1952-55.) Unlike his conternporaries.
Rauschenberg did not paint his materials or transform them through
carving or other artistic processes. Nor did he create "personages.-
Whereas the others tended to produce vertical, totemic forms, Rau.s-

chenberg's sculptures were of a higher degree of abstraction.sT T-he1-

were often of horizontal extension and thereby asserted the idea of
sculpture as place. In their abstract nature, underlying geometry, re\-e-

lation of process, interest in bodily experience, and Surrealist anci

primitive ancestry, Rauschenberg's sculptures can be understood to
have anticipated the Post-Minimal work of Eva Hesse, Jackie Windsor.
Richard Serra, and others of circa 1970.38

In one of the works Rauschenberg exhibited at the Stable Gallery.
the viewer was invited to rearrange twent5r-one smooth round pebble:
that were set in a heap upon a wooden block. The viewer was callei
upon to collaborate with the artist in the creation of the work, the
artist having selected the materials then relinquished aII artistic controi
so as to leave room for the viewer's indMdual creativity.se Rauscher-
berg's Music Bor constructions offered a similar experience. The-
were rough wooden boxes with rusty nails driven into them which ti*
spectator was invited to pick up and shake gently so that stones se'l

within the boxes would strike the nails and produce ideosyncrark
percussion sounds. A new role was assigned to the spectator-that c.f

musician-as he participated in the work of art. Both of these u'orks
reflect a further aspect of Rauschenberg's "primitivism"-his concer:
with immediate private experience, with the intuitive, and with childlikt
spontaneity.ao A compatability with the ideas of John Cage may aga::
be detected, as these are works that engage viewers in the kind r.i
"purposeless play" that extends the definition of what a work of ar
can be.

The reviewers of the Stable Gallery exhibition tended to see Ratrr
chenberg's sculptures as Dada objects. Dore Ashton described theu
as "ready-mades with wit, play and grace."ar James Fitzsimmons (rrtr:'
was entirely consistent in his condemnation of all of Rauschenbers:
exhibited works) wrote, ". . . how dull they seem 25 years after Dariu
how much less amusing than Duchamp's obiets trouues and Man Ra1'+

objets inutile.s."a2 An often repeated story about one of the Music B:
pieces dates to this time. It has been said that Marcel Duchamp rrer
over to the work, shook it, and said, "Oh, it seems to me I've hea-.d

this tune before" (the reference being to his own Object with Hid.rim
Noise of 1916).43 For those who liked Rauschenberg's work, this strrl
seemed to offer a nod of approval from the Dada masterl for ttr,:'.*
unsympathetic to his work, it was used to confirm their feeling *rr
his art was merely derivative. Rauschenberg's sculptures, hower-er.
were not Dada objects; they were at the service not of the mind trm
of instinct and the senses. They spoke a language that was not to ir:
understood for another twenty years.

The three bodies of work Rauschenberg showed atthe Stable Gallt*
shared a number of fundamental concerns-the desire to exploit u:e

- ob.iect quality of the work of art and the literal and sensual value ,
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I r-- materials and to locate the work and the experience of the work

! r ne everyday world. While these concerns were to be at the found-

! --,,n of his later art, the White and Rlack Paintings and the Elemental
l] : -liptures represented a brief moment in his career. It was a moment
I i relative) discipline and control. While these works represented

I i.:schenberg's response to Color Field Painting, to contemporary
| :=:.ds in sculpture, and to Albers and Cage, other sources of influence,

I - 'n, them Willem cle Kooning, Kurt Schwitters, and Josph Cornell,aa

ll u: 1 et to be encountered. Rauschenberg's next series of monochrome

I r..urtings-the Red Paintings of 1953-54-were ebullient, extravagant,

I r: excessive. It was in this body of work that Rauschenberg begin

I 
: ,rrive al an art fully expressive of himself.

I a:ortr. Carlyle, "Art Reviews: New Shows Strong in Experiment," N?u' Y()rk IIeruild
! -- .. Seplember 20. I9.-rl. Section .1. p.10.

! - - ?arrschenberg's possession is a photograph of:rnother White Painting dating to this
I L-- - rra a large, single panel work with a heavily textured surface.
I .---i Parsons Gallerl Papers (microfilm), Archives of American Art, New York. The
I - - , rhe postmilk wm provided by Lawence Alloway, N.C.F.A., p.Zi).

I - . . . discussion of the works included in Rauschenberg's first solo exhibition. see Roni

I I -';,1,,^IlirH-11';,:H,u-'' Rauschenberg: rhe tsettv Parsons Exhibition or 1e51"'

I - - ,, Barnett Newman recognized Rauschenberg's (lebt to his orvn u,ork is witnessed
I . '-: supl,osed comment uprn seeing the White Paintings: "Humphl Think it's easy. The
I , ,,- .- t,) do it with paint.'This statement appears in Harold Rosenberg, "lcon Maker:
I I...--- -\ervrnarr," The Dp-DeJiniti.ori ol Art Collier Books, New York 197j1, 91. Rauschen,
I *: ,. r. Iater to say that the reason he left the Betty Parsons Gallery u.as that "Bilnev
I '- , -- didn t like his white paintings an<I Acl Reinhaidt rlidn't like hisblack ones," Calvin
| - -..:-. Orl thp l4'ell Gaden City, Doubleday & Company, Inc. Nes' York, 1980. 84.

l' :-.' : hrcne, "The BarYenical on F'ields Horizontal," A rt Di ge st XXXV, May l, l95l, 16.

| - - .--:Sandler,TlrcTiumph.ofAnteirunPaitltingHarperandRowNewYork, 1970,154.

! " - - \ e.r'man criticism, see Emily Genauer, "AIso Illrrsionism? ," Ne,ru York HeraLd
I -- ..}Iay tj, 1951; and Krasne, lor. rit. See also the reviews ofNewmarr's previous

lf *, . lromr B. Hess, "Revies,s and Previews,"ArtNens XLIX,March 1950,48;and Judith
| ,L - :.:ad. "Newman's flat ileas." Art Dillest XXN, Februar_v 1. I950, 10.

I . ..,'.n Crehan. "The See Change: Raw Duck," Art Digest XXVII. September 1953. 2n.

I I- -t (;enauer. Musings on Miscellany'. Nptt York Hvnilrl Tribunp. I)ecernber -17.

I -tr >:,:i.n I\'. 6. Cage's statement was also reprinted in Richard Kostelanetz (ed.). John
I r.-:::egerPublishers,NewYork,1970,111-ll2.Cage'slistofnegationsfindsanumber
ll] + 'i-:-sring c()ntemporary parallels. For example, Elaine de Kooning, in "Albers Paints
I r : - :: ..{.t N?rs XL November 19.-10,40 mlle:
] :-. artist tends to describe his technique in terms of what he renounces: 'no

! -- .:i. no skylight, no studio, no palette, no ea-sel, no brushes, no medium, no

| , -, a. . . . no viliation in texture or 'matiere', no personal handwriting, no styliza-
I - - -,ruicks,no twinklingoltheeyes'.'Iwant',heconcludes,'tomakemywork
I -- ::rrral as nossible. "

t o -. ' - , be noied in this context that Albers and Cage, who got to know each other at
I ilirb , ',: r:rntail College during the summer of 1948, respected one another and found
J *"- : -reir atl itu(les compatible, ti, e, , their mutual intereit in the removal of the self and
I tr {--j:rngtheperceptionsofthespectator.Theypartedcompany,however,whenCage
I ,, - - -, , chance pr,rcedures in 1952; Albers said that Cage abdicated his responsibiliiy
I * ----..'ForanotherlistofnegationsseeAdReinhardt,"AbstractArlltefuses",Contem-
lr---, i,,tictttPoittting,exhib.cat.,Urbana,Universityoflllinois,l9r2.
I 

- - .r-rs. Thc Rride and the Bachel.ors Penguin Books, New York 1977; (first published

I : -.- ''aqe. On Robert Rauschenberg, Artist and his work", Metro II,l9(i1, 36.
I - - ,.:-; ()t the Wall.74.
li - -.- t,rit..1).Rauschenberg,stalementinlithographAu.tobiagraphy,lg6s;reprinted
f, m '.- :-r F,,rge. Ruuscltenberg Harry N. Abrams, New York 1969,225-226. Rauschenberg
I rc -- ud that he conceived of the surfaces of the White Paintings m not pmsive bui
I !h-.--_-irti\e s(, that any situation they were in one could ahnost look at the painting
l o'- -* : 1\ nrany people were in the room or what time of the day it was-like a very
I fl!^. -, r-: i of clock. ' Tape recorded interuiew with Billy Kluver in conjunction with nle

I il;_ ..- . i .]r; ili:l,Ho,, 
wmhington Gallery of Modern Art, Milch 1e63; typescript in

ll - - - .. :.-. t )tf trrc wau. To.

I : :-' l'lT,f il: 
unPubrished N'tes

I , - -. \aron. i7th Street: Robert Rauschenberg", Art Digest.Xxv-ll, September 1953,T.
I :n --': -- ,'. cit

I ru --* irrzsimmons, 'Art", /rrs and Arr:hi.tectu,re IXX, October 1953, 34.

l=* :- .-:.rleesSeckler,"TheArtistSpeaks:RobertRauschenberg",.'lrrinAmericaLN,

t;
l:, '- -: :,eit g

I * --' - -- .. r\mrple ot Rauschenberg's experimentation with supports is seen in a small
lill!!& " : ':- ,'t .i tce 1950-51 which stands outside the Rlack Painting series proper as it
ll ru - - ---i al an ealier date and excludes newspaper collage. It is a narrow vertical
I FM- r:-: -: ,ie support consists of three horizontal pieces of fabric that have been sewn
I *r- --- .-- i,)l) t\1o are woven with a flower pattirn while the bottom segment has a
I IEfie - -- -,j--a(e.Collageduponthissupportarethreesmallerhorizontalpiecesofmaterial,
I on !: -- ,,: shich ale plain while the one on the b()ttom features the flower motif.
I lI- - - : ::ese elements ue t.lack, close obsen'ation reveals hints of color peeking

I !* -: 
- 

-i{e at the top and burgundy near the bottom edge. What at first glance

I *. --- -- ; :imple. all-black painting on canv6. is revealed through intensified tooking
I * * - :-. -rat features a complex layering of surlace md an extremely low register
l,puFr. i:,- ire hilrizontal disposition ofrectangular forms against a field recall the
lL oMr i:r ' \[{h R, 'rhko and while the nuanced tonal va[res suggest a relationship to the
lJ nq'r -r -. -=i. r,'1r,,.1,t-ome paintings ofAd Reinhanlt, the reconsideration ofthe support,
lar -----.- riilring o[thesurface,theuseofeverydaymaterials,andthefactthat
I -:.' - - : :,, sec but not a lot showing" a.e all basic to Rauschenberg and to the
l ', .' - - -: : -nts of ltis arl.
1 : ' ; -: ,jrscussion of Rauschetrberg's Black Paintings m a formalis( response to
, ,r. !n - . r : :-i.i, ,niim see Goldstein, op. cit. , 712. L'nlike the present \\t.iter. (;oldstein

slrv all ofRauschenberg's art 6 prece(ling fiom fornral (()!l(elns. it sh(,ul(! i,* :

(;ol(lsteinen'oneousll,declaredthatllaustherrberg'spairti)rgs')nre$sPrl'pIli- -
those of his elrlers in that they treatetl found paper iis surfa(e rrhile tllp 1,-f -i -,

Rauschenberg's art serre{l as an irrlegral element, "as itclive as the l)aint -li * . -
use of collage wirs lourd in Kline's rlrawirrgs. in de Koonilrg s paintings r $ irir r .:

preliminary stages, were collaged with l)al)er fragments rlrawrr rvith figrrratir" l ,:.:-
Mzrrca-Relli's painlings. ancl elservhere. Olre of Raus(henl)erg's ((nrtenll)()Jrrri-:-:.-
Leslie-was also involved tr-ith the incorlx)I:rtion of ilewsl)aper collage int() l)re(i":: :] :

black paintings during the early 1!)50s. In his exhibiti()n at the Tibor tle \t{\ ('r..-:.
)'larch 1953, Leslie shorved a series ol l:rrge, close valuerl u'orks execute(l ir ir :r-:
style in u,hich pie(es ol nelvspaper \\'ere staple(l to the (alvas in ortler 1r, lrrrrl r .: ,

virry their surfaces. Urrlike Ransr-'henberg's, Leslies painlings u'ere based ul)r,r:i:.
anrl still-life motil's.
26. Tomkins, Oll tlt? Wxll,7;).
27. lntervieu, u,ith .lrhn Cage, Nlarch 4, 1!)8,1. Fitzsimnn)ns, of. ./t. iJ.

2ll. Fitzsimmons. op. r:it..i)4.
2!). 'Hou'Importalt is the Snrf:rce to I)esignl". Prirrt. Jantrarl' 19t!). :]1.

,0. (lage. op. cil.;)U wrote al)out Ratrscherrberg's use ol nen'spzrper as follorsr
''The subject is rrrravoidable (A carrvas is never empty); it fills an enlptl (ar,.:i-
And if, to c()ntinue history, rrewsl)al)ers are pasted (nr to the san1.25 311qi r,1r , ':::
another and l)la(k paints are alrlrlietl, the subject loonls up irr several rliller.::
places at onc'e like magic to protlrrce [he painting."

jll. Ashton. /oc. r'il.
:12. Rauschenberg, il tt klt i ograph y. ll)l\8.
i]:1. Rarrschenberg, .lruper Johns, the rrt dealer Ilearrtr Sonnallerrd. anrl the Italiiui r,.:.:-
(iermano Celant are all in possession of elemental sculpttrtes sholvn at the Stal)le r;:i -:
in 19ir;1. Other s(ul1)lures are knorvn lir)ln photograllhs olvrrerl lry Rztrscherrlrer{ ,.,.::

were taken near the time oI the exhil)itior irr Rauscherrberg's l'ulton Street sturlio. J )r., :::
tions ol and in Nicolas Calas, "IlR", u1r't in the Age ct Risk rrttrl Other Essrrys !l.l'. It::::
and Co., New York, 1!)(j8, 172 173.
;J.1. IrrteNieu' with Itachel Rosenthal, Los Angeles, Miuch ll)82.
:15. In 19411,Arlolf Gottliebsaidthatforhinrself andRothkothet[resignificail(er]l I)fir::' ..-
art resided

". . .not merely in fo'mal aHangernent, but in the spirit[ill meaning un<lerlr inL .i--
archaic n'orks . . . That these tlemorrit' and bflrtal inlages [ils( inate us t()(h] i\ lr, :

l)ecause they are exotic, nor do Lhey make Lrs nostalgit'fo'a past rvltic'lt serrr.-
enchanting because ol its remoteness. On the contrary, il. is the inrmerliacl oI ti:-
images that rhaws us irresistably to the fancies an(l superstitions. the hi)les,':
savages and the strange beliefs that u'ere so vivitlly:trt it ulzrted by prilnitive nran.

Quoted in San<ller ITre Triunph ()l Atn?ricun Paiilting,62-$:\.
:]{i. Rauschenberg's attraction to prinritive lbrms s'as cletrl],nlanifesterl in {he $,,:.. :

showed in the solo exhibition .Skcln/c coilleiltpletirc 
".l?lirci 

peEoil(li ('l'lt,,tt,lhr fi
unrl Prt-sonul Fetish?s) rvhich u'as hekl at the Galleria L'obelisco in Rorne Ilrtn Jl::
il-10, 195,1. (The show also travelled to l'lorence where it wiis showll at the (iallerir (: :-.-
Contemporanea.) It is the "personal fetishes" which are of t'ottcern to Lrs here. 'l'hes. r'. -:-
hand-crafted obje(ts in which trones, hair, shells, tassels, bells, bits of gla.ss nnrl rnrrr,,: ,--

well as wood and stone were strung together tr'ith rope arrrl suspendeti fr()nr thc ,: -:--: -
ol the gallery. The constrtrctions u.ere gerrerally symmetri('rl in structru e aI(l r!ere &-.-:
bled through the processes of rvinding, wrapping. knotting. arrd beading. L'1rrn his r=: :
to the llnited States. Rauschenberg told the custom's agent that the fe\\' u'orks ( )l l hii :-.r -
he Carried with him rvere "ceremorrial obiects made by Anlericiln Indi:urs , teslil-\i::'
his awareness o[ the primitive nature 01' t.hese overtly I'etishistic objects. Ton]kins. . /'- -i
Woll,82.
37, Whileitisofahighdegreeofabstraction,atleastonepersonagelikeformsa-.in,-rr:-:
amorg the sculptures in Rauschenberg's Stzrble Gallery show. St iU in the arl isl s ( ( 

'i1.,. 
::

it is a small work, about eight inches high, u'hich consists (,l a ilrsty tenl)ennl nril ,l:. -:
into a smooth, vertical block of vrrorl.
38. At the Leo ('astelli (iallery in New York in 197:1. Rauschenberg exhibiterl his \ -::-: .:
Series. This wffi a group of u'orks marle of rvood. cioth, rope, anrl such fotrrrrL ,,1,r.. :. ---
chairs, a bathtub, an inner tube, arrd ir wheelbarrel. One work lezrtnrecl tr sla(k I.r:::: :
rope suspended from the ceiling at whose end was a Iarge stone covere(l \rriir, ::
Another consisted ol a grimy, water-filled b2lthtub in which floated a glass jug: lhe ,:r: .,. --
connected to a "cloud" ofmetal scrarps that "hovered" (suspenried from sires; ,,\r'-::
John Perreault, in his revieu' of this exhibition, "For Rauschenberg, an ( )\'er(lrrr ( -r-- : .
tit>n", Villuge Voice, April 19, 1973, suggested that Rauschenberg

"...may have taken a good hard look ai what any nunrber of younger ani-:: -j-
up to. Given the innovation of his rrrmbines, it's his privilege. The ne\\. \\., )rd- .j-
entirely without <lrips and splashes of paint that made the combines reir.:-
painting, but the combines influenced the development l)y ot.hers of an a-s\er i .i :
painterlyuseofthreedimensionalm:rterialsassculptrlre,soFt..stuffed.hung.l-i.r. :
hanging, etc. It is as ifllauscherrberg were being influencerl bJ, those he inrl:-: - :

his self coming back, learning in a way from those he taught and 1er rer-:: : :
his place and his sensibility B'ith generosity, confirmirrg his progenl iL- i- i : :-
himself."

Given our knowledge of Rauschenberg's "elemental scull)tures of 19r:1. rr :- i --
understand the 19711 (lastelli Gallerv exllibition m an equivalent cf sofis 1,, ': - - ..1

of his recreated White Paintings held trt the sme gallery in 19ti8. as i1 i,:. -
artist's response to the widespread emergence of a serrsibility of rvhich he i :r : .'
been the sole representative. The Venetian Series was a more m(,nLlmen:ri - : r -
sophisticated versiorr of his sculptures of two decades earlier nor bera::.- i... - - , ':
was looking at the s,ork of younger artists, but because his ()\!'r neslir:r. : .:

tlrose direcl ions over lhe inlen ening years.
3.9. Rauschenberg recently ffiote that the "philosoph-v" of tlris piet e n :!r --- :

to put down the pebbles in some way you don't. find interestilg.
40. For more on contemporary attitudes toward the primitive. see liirk \ ;r:: - : -
poraryExplorations"inPllrrili?,?:sm tn2othCenturlt Art, lr/i..UThel!.i-- : '.: .:--.
Art, New York 1984, 661'684.
41. Ashton. loc. .it.
42. Fitzsimmons. Ioc. cit.
.1;]. Duchamp's ffisiste(l readymade consisted of a large ball of r$ine :l:.r: ,'.--- - --
between tw'o brffis plates upon u'hich an rnintelligible nressage h:rii iri- : - : -
small, turknown olliect set in the center ol the ball of t\\.ine rarrle(j \\ a-r' ': - -.
shaken.AlthoughI)ut,hanrp'sworkdidoflt'eraprecedelrtfrrrRir:t:r::,r::-:.-]...
in that it also elicited the pafticipation ofthe spectator irrrrl Pr,',::rt-.1., -: :- -

wasacool,inscrutable,industriallikeolrect\\'hileRirLr:r!:;:i-11.,,..- - -
crafted instrument.
.14. Rauschenberg began to respond to ( ')rnell c\ elr r)F:, ,.: ::.- ::.r. .- : : - -
in the large bod1, of paper collages anrl th,tu{hl irr r-< I * i- r'-t '--'-.'.
influence on Rauschenl)erg hu ner er hee:i rriu-.r:..,1 .:: :l
hroart to (liscuss here ancl rvill be the -)l,i-,: ,,: :i -ii:-. .ra 3;


